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SEARCH
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Interviews

A - Christian: Agncy's used for cover

B - Gaines - FRD

C - Morton - DCD

D - Hunt - H2O

E - Keyes - CCS

F - Kessler - in natural

G - O'Keefe - FRD

*List of FRD contacts

H - Performance - CND

CIA Smyth on P
A. References
B. Waivers
C. OGC Paper
D. S. Chron
   (reprint)
   Sunkippy of our lives & Place
E. M. Chron
   Comments
F. Misc. (here added)
G. OFF
H. Does
   New Selling Boys
   Spison Again/See for The
I. Helms Dues
   Chron - 2 Memos
   # HK Copying Does?
   July 4 (June 1)
IV. Depositions

A. BLEZ

B. Bolton - NARCOS (history)

C. Brown - FED BUREAU CHF

D. Carver - MURDEROUS ASVANT & CONEIN

E. Colby 7/21 qz - ski a'a

DD. Helms

58-9 Diehn answered: "No"

5644 to 105 - H2O

109-111 LOVECRAFT MEMO:

111-18 DCD (TULLELY'S)

118-21 OGC/USCIS'S

121-31 FBI - USC INDIAN

131-42 Don Nickou

134-46 NARCOS - SPOUSE

180-9 CCS

189-41 STAFF

241-3 1894 qz & ABE

244-1 GEAK ABE
Belin
148 - Tejada Becerra
151 - Luna
152 - Tejada
153 - We look at Cuba
154 - Diem
155 - Chile
157 - PRCS/Congress
159 - Castro
177 - Why do we care
190 - Cuba
184 - Chile
189 - Mongoose

Baker
194 - Chaos
195 - FBI Press
204 - Talk to HHH
207 - HS FBI Press flat
218 - Dunn Press
237 - OG DCI memo to DD
244 - Tell DIRECTOR OK
248 - Agent CFO
267 - Rina FBI Report - FBI cutback
269 - HUD plan

Mail
276 -
290 - NSA Assoc
293 - 1st Mem on RHC
B-W

Depositions

I - A  E.D. Brown - E/offe of Sec. Agent Op Plan
        TUFLOWER
        LODESTAR

I - B  Bob Fisch - Agent who EPED on MAY DAY

I - C  E. Daniel Goodley - Wrote Est. Spies in 67
        for LB/FK/Bio/PL - FLNA/DC,

I - D  Wm J. Hood - 1970 NYC Fed Head
        of Inter

I - E  Geo T. Kolas - LODESTAR - Shaped ppn

I - F  Koromassines - HT LINGUAL
        S.F. MAIL INT.
        40 - CHAOS
        33 - TUFLOWER

I - G  N. Scott Miller - MAIL
        17 - An TRGS PROG,
        A 35 - 200,000 Files on Copy
        50 - Contents of Soviets

I - H  Ober on CHAOS: 52 - Trans from NS
        II: on IEC

I - I  Day, Blount, O'Brien
VI - Mail

A - Crowley - Hawaii Intert+Multi/Cust
B - Joe Kelly - AK Sourdough
C - June Elliott -
D - Russell Miller - Mail in gun
E - Jerry Shinn - NY & SF
F - Joe Auguston -
G - Sourdough Docs
H - Linguual (Pointer) - IC Report
I - Sourdough
J - SE Indian - Mail Cover
K - Setter - N.O. Op./Customs
L - Westpointer (Sourdough) - S.F.
MAIL

P - Legal Notes
   Oscar Kueberhausen
   Letter to Ann Whitmer
   w/ memo

Q - Blount - Uneasiness when shown the waiver


M - Mail Docs
   EE - How to treat mail of
   U.S. officials.
   KC - RADICALS NAMS (OBER
     WITH EIS)

N - Mail Docs - 0
I. INTERVIEWS


B. Identity & Little

SEVING
Summaries: Butane - March

C. Barber - Claims to be taped

D. Burns - OS files
  1. Open Congr. File
     Keep Parlor Emp

E. Beverly
   Bldg. Langley
   Pulp - Clet & Gos. Trash
   Merrimac

F. Blake

G. Boston
   NK Ultra File Direct
   OTH/TSD

H. Brandwein
   OTS
   Cane 125, Entry Expri [T]

I. Brewer
   WFO - OS: Dick bugs

J. Briggsman
   Fairfax Co. Police

Chapman is XX
I. Cole - OS Files -
List of Purged Subj. Files
(many orgs)
+ Types of Forms in Files

L. Conners - Bugging, Sweeps, Tape,
PROBE, Anderson, Horwitz
Trash Pickup - Liberty Lobby, Chicago

M. Cregar - FBI - Chile Embassy (pcj)

N. Cuscherini - Fairfax Co. Police - Burglars close

O. Cullinane - Uncooperative
Report to Mayor Woch.

P. Ducket - S. Fernando Hilth Reports For HAK

Q. Dudley - TAB - INDEX Sen. Church

R. Durrer - Fairfax, VA

S. Evans - De. ExecSec - Mag.

T. Ferrar - DC Police - Gun tram - Trunk

U. Gambino - NAG PRIV List/Files

Ben Auld Allen - FBI / Md.
I - Gaynor - SES-Pennington

W - Gornick - A Nut

X - Gregory, et al. - O's nasty impressions

Y - Hartter - Buggins, DoD, Fr. Emb.
    Chile: Home

Z - Hartman - Fairfax Co. Police - Interpreter

AA - Hunt - G - Suggest Castro agent

BB - Janney - Dir Personnel - Files

CC - Johnson - GPI, Anderson, Boots,
    KITTEN, Marrimee
    Chile Emb, Korea Emb.

DD - Kelley

EE - Kuh - Marrimee

FF - Marchetti - O

GG - Martin - OTS - O

HH - , Lee - Anderson, Provee

II - Osborn - Sweeps, Taping, Systems, Bugs,
    Infrmary

JJ - Papiot - O
0/R I

W - WILSON, J - MFPD
X - Chapman - JFK DR. NUT

0/R II SRT

A - Coinnt
B -

C - Influenza - Bay - Houston to TG
Adantic "Teged" techo

D - Drugs - Tstgs at [illegible]

E - "
Infectn of Korean Pow's
Artichoke Mtg Nins
7/30/53 Amnsia drug
tstgs on Env'ts

Eudng Ahsnl K's

F - Unntig Rescn Advted
(Guat Descrtion of Ulter)

NW 53244 DocId:32112905 Page 20
A - Gray Exhibits
   Stany

B - Marchetti
   Nontes - Man Who Contacts
   13-14 B. Harvey - Philby

C - Sturgis

D - 

E - Dr. Lathimer

F - Dr. Wecht

G - Dr's at Archives


A - Lab Eprts

B - Misc Notes 0

C - Panelists

D - Photos/FBI

E - 2 Film

THRU L - O
A - Misc.  0
B - CIA Org.  0
C - Reqs. For Info
D - Misc.  
   DMSS for CIA Orgs.  
   Descript List Done by CIA
   LCSNS Pte Peot.
E - 0
F - Jennings.  Nut
G - Misc.  0
H - Bibliography
I - DDA Org
P - Polygraf Tests
Q - Kitten - Details
R - Nosenko - OTR Tests
S - ZSStNC - O
T - 240 30B - No Tov - NEA Ent.
U - Zulu - Artifact 'enl.
V - Pixie - Ent - Seulling
W - Butane - Meciti
X - Zed Face - Present, DFCFZ
Y - Siesta - End, Face - Bihin
Z - Paragon - End - Kidnap DCI,
AA - Boots - End
BB - Pineapple - End
CC - #218 - End
DD - Pyramid - EAT

EE - FBI - 0

FF - Mockingbird - '63 News Clippings

GG - Mud Hen - News N '72

4H - Celotex I - Gather

II - Ague + Discreet

JJ - Police

KK - Taps, Etc

LL - Police

MM - LCSLTN

NN - LES - Nate Story

OO -

PP -

QQ -

EE - Pic -
O-E IV

SS - SASH

TT - ANDREW COLUMN
WSAG NTS

UU - MERRIMAC - O
LOTHON WASH ETHICAL SOC

W - CIVIL DISTURBNC

WW - DSSDNTS - NOTES

XX - PROBE
YY - 0
ZZ - MERRICK
tes: 1. A - Principle Deputy to Moat
2. Moat - Asst Sec of DOD (CIA)
3. Both went to Amtok - Moat first (Spring '73)
4. Beginned (CIA '74)
5. Ph.D. - applied (Summer '74)

Schweinh. - Mandari
I. A
6. Note of Decoration
8. I - D - Atkinson - CIA Supvr. of SB during WIC
10. I - C - Lockheed
11. I - G - What if RF monitoring - OK
12. I - H - No reply
13. I - U - Someone K to CIA procedures
14. I - V - Someone forward to CIA
15. I - B -

IV - I: battle - p. 26

IV - Q: Nelson - Time: 11:00 am. 12:00 am.

Clearly - D hick.
IV - F (cont'd) M: minimum was actually 107° on 8/14/67.

2 Mar '67 TNP + ? \[ \text{Something written here, possibly related to temperature or measurement.} \]

UP TO S - E IV - P